**Manager's Corner**

**How To Use Storytelling To Build Stronger Remote Teams In The New Normal**

Storytelling is one of our most powerful forms of communication. We are all natural storytellers and stories grab our attention. By telling stories with our remote teams, we can build trust and psychological safety and support employees who feel isolated.

To learn more, read "How To Use Storytelling To Build Stronger Remote Teams In The New Normal."

---

**LinkedIn Learning Course Spotlight**

**Performing Under Pressure**

Did you know that “pressure” and “stress” are not the same thing? Performing well under pressure is a skill that can be developed. In this course, Eddie Davila explains how to identify unique traits, individual talents and pressure points that can be managed for success. This empowering course identifies how to build resilience for pressure, ultimately using pressure as a positive motivator.

---

**How to Keep Your Team Motivated, Remotely**

Many leaders have crossed the first hurdles of moving their teams to remote: ensuring colleagues have set up their tech tools, defined their processes, and permanently logged into their video conference accounts.

But this is just the first step towards creating an effective work environment for remote employees. The next critical question we must ask is: How do you motivate people who work from home?

---

**EAP Workshops**

**Sponsored by Magellan**

USF offers many free workshops throughout the year to employees. Led by trained and qualified staff and facilitated by Magellan, these workshops will give you practical tools and information to improve your work/life balance and positively impact your overall well-being.

Click here for a complete listing of scheduled sessions.